
Required Summer Reading List For Rising 1st through 3rd Grade Students  
(Please see directions from the Summer ELA Assignment sent home regarding selection of 

reading tasks.)   
 

Grade Rising Grade One Students  
 
Gaston by Kelly DiPucchio Illustrated by Christian Robinson 2014 
What does it take for a bulldog to fit in with his proper poodle family? It turns out to be 
something simple: love.  
 
The Grasshopper & the Ants by Jerry Pinkney 2015,  
 
The third in his retellings of Aesop’s Fables, Pinkney shows the grasshopper why the ants have 
worked so hard, and the ants learn the value of sharing. 
 
The Night Gardener by Terry Fan and Eric Fan  
 
William and an elderly gardener help transform their town by creating anonymous topiary 
artwork. 
 
 
Rising Grade Two Students  
 
Freedom in Congo Square by Carole Boston Weatherford Illustrated by R. Gregory Christie 
2016,  
 
Because of the unjust system of nineteenth-century Louisiana, the slaves are forced to work all 
week long, so they look forward to Sunday, when they can gather in New Orleans’ Congo 
Square to dance, sing, and enjoy an afternoon of freedom. 
 
 
Rising Grade Three Students 
 
Flat Stanley's Worldwide Adventures: The Mount Rushmore Calamity by Sara Pennypacker, 
created by Jeff Brown.  
 
It's been 45 years since kids first got a glimpse of Flat Stanley, a regular boy smushed to just a 
half-inch thick by a falling bulletin board. Being flat is tough, but it makes being sent through the 
mail a breeze, and the original series sent Stanley on some truly fantastic adventures. This book 
marks the first in a series of new exploits for the first grade favorite who can fly like a kite and 



slip under door cracks, and bestselling author Pennypacker doesn't disappoint. Not only will kids 
get a giggle over all the entertaining situations Stanley finds himself in, but they'll get a little 
taste of geography, too, as Stanley traverses the country, and the globe. First stop: Mount 
Rushmore, where he prevents a rock slide, saves his brother from the bridge of Lincoln's 
crumbling nose, and searches for gold. Flat out, fun! 
 
 


